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Introduction 
 
 
The purpose of this manual is to outline the standard processes that agency/university and OSP staff must 
follow in justifying and documenting compensation solutions.  All compensation solutions must be fully 
justified and documented.  In all cases, this is a five-step process.  

   
1. Quantify the problem  
2. Analyze recruitment and retention problems 
3. Collect compensation information (Published Surveys or Independent)  
4. Analyze the data and determine the solution 
5. Document and report the solution 

 
Because North Carolina is undergoing change from the traditional graded pay system to career-banding 
its employees may be in either system during the transition period.  This will continue until the career-
banding system has been completely implemented.  However, regardless of the pay system of the affected 
employees, the process for identifying a pay problem is the same but the process to achieve a pay remedy 
differs.  The following sections in this manual describe the work required in taking each step. 
 
Each of the sections within this manual has associated working forms that should be used when reporting 
data to the Office of State Personnel that support pay actions. The web version of this manual provides 
links to pictures of each of the forms that are introduced.  Please enter here to gain access to all of the 
forms as described in this manual.  From this site you can download the working forms with formulas to 
aid in market pricing, evaluation and analysis.  
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Chapter 1 
 

Quantify The Problem 
 
Compensation problems often manifest themselves as recruitment and retention difficulties. In conducting 
a compensation analysis, it is important to quantify recruitment and retention difficulties and identify the 
causes of high turnover or unsuccessful recruitment efforts. This section describes how to measure 
turnover and recruitment problems. 
  
Turnover is one way to measure the severity of an organization’s retention problems.  While modest 
turnover normally can be expected, high turnover results in unnecessary recruiting and training costs, and 
lost productivity. A review of statewide trends in turnover rates and comparisons with rates found in the 
larger occupational (Job Family) group will provide important information about whether the turnover is 
unusual for the class or for your agency/university.  
 
Turnover data can be found by using tools that are available within PMIS. From a workstation logged on 
to PMIS the PMXTURN query (see below) will provide turnover statistics for any class.   Data may be 
gathered either by calendar year or by fiscal year.  However, only one year’s data per query is reported 
through this tool.  Occupational turnover rates can be derived by query of PMXTURN and entering the 
appropriate range of schematic codes that represent either the occupational group or the job family.  
Because of some inconsistencies in assigned schematic codes the data may not always be 100% complete.  
If the class size is sufficiently large, missing some data should not dramatically alter results.  If you 
believe that your results have significant error, then additional effort will be required to gather the 
complete and correct data.  
 
 
  PMXTURN          FILL IN PARAMETERS TO EXTRACT TURNOVER INFORMATION            
                                                                                 
      DEPARTMENT/DIVISION   XX XX                                                
      SCHEMATIC (RANGE=Y)   X XXXXX  XXXXX  XXXXX  XXXXX  XXXXX                  
      REQUESTED DATE RANGE  01 01 03  12 31 03    ANY ANNUAL OR FISCAL YEAR      
                                                                                 
      TOTAL PAGE ONLY                     X                                      
      MINIMUM # EMPLOYEES/CLASS           XXX    (OMITS TITLES < SEL MIN EMPL)   
      MINIMUM TURNOVER RATE/CLASS         XXX    (OMITS TITLES < SEL MIN RATE)   
      MINIMUM # SEPARATIONS/CLASS         XXX    (OMITS TITLES < SEL MIN SEPS)   
      IF ABOVE IS TO BE BASED ON VOLUNTARY                                       
      TURNOVER RATHER THAN TOTAL, ENTER V X      (DEFAULTS TO TOTAL SEPS)        
                                                                                 
      FOR EEO DATA                        X  EXCLUDE UNC-HOSPITAL (Y OR N)   Y   
      FOR UNIVERSITY SYSTEM, INCLUDE EPA  X  EXCLUDE UNIVERSITIES (Y OR N)   Y   
                               EPA ONLY   X                                      
                                                                                 
THIS DISPLAY INCLUDES ONLY PERMANENT FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME SPA/EPA             
(NON-UNIV) EMPLOYEES.  RETIREMENTS, DISMISSALS, & DEATHS ARE ONLY COUNTED IN     
TOTAL SEPARATIONS COLUMN; EXCLUDES LWOPS.                                        
PF13=DEPT/DIV, PF19=JOB TITLE LIST  PF23=GO TO SUB-MENU, PF24=GO TO MAIN MENU    
CHOICE OPTIONS __                                                                

CHOOSE OPTIONS AND PRESS ENTER                                                   
                                    Figure 1                                             
 
 
In analyzing turnover, it is important to gather sufficient data to observe whether there is a trend.  It 
would be expected that over a period of time a class that continues to trail its market pay would exhibit 
increased turnover rates.  By monitoring turnover rate patterns, problems can be detected before the total 
turnover reaches unacceptable and costly levels.  In this way, an agency or university can identify and 
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take proactive measures to reduce the trend rather than react to crisis. Appendix A includes a form to use 
to summarize turnover data reported over a multiple (three-year minimum) period to detect trends.  
 
Recruitment problems are more difficult to quantify because much of the information needed is often not 
readily available. The following pieces of information are useful in identifying recruitment problems.  
Forms are provided to assist with compiling, analyzing and reporting this information.  
 

• HISTORY OF POSTINGS, REPOSTINGS AND SUCCESSFUL HIRES OVER PAST 3 
YEARS  (see Appendix B for Recruitment Summary sample form) 

 
• NUMBER OF OFFERS REJECTED PER POSTING DUE TO INABILTY TO OFFER 

ACCEPTABLE PAY (see Appendix B for Recruitment Summary sample form)  
 

• IDENTIFY WHERE THE LAST FEW SUCCESSFUL HIRES WERE FOUND (THIS MIGHT 
BE YOUR FUTURE RECUITING POOL) 

 
• NUMBER OF APPLICANTS EVALUATED AS “QUALIFIED” (see Appendix B for 

Recruitment Summary sample form)  
 
• NUMBER OF TIMES POSTED IN THE PAST 12 to 36 MONTHS (see Appendix C for Posting 

Analysis sample form) 
 

• NUMBER OF TIMES REPOSTED IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS (see Appendix C for Posting 
Analysis sample form) 

 
 
Vacancy Rate 
 
Generally, vacancy rates can be used in conjunction with turnover data and recruitment data as an 
indication of the severity of a problem.  A high turnover in a class that also has high vacancy rate makes a 
stronger argument for a problem than high turnover or high vacancy rate alone.  A more compelling case 
would compare the vacancy rate for the target class with that of key associated classes or for the 
occupational group as a whole.  Thus, some notion of severity of the problem can be demonstrated. 
   
Information on vacancy length for a class can be obtained through PMIS by completing the following 
steps: 
 

1. Enter PMVAC  F  to view screen shown in Figure 2 
2. Enter the Department/Division number 
3. Enter schematic code(s)    (SCHEM EXTRACT RANGE) 
4. Complete the POSITION TYPE EXTRACT section 
5. Enter a “Y” in the section TOT PAGE ONLY for a summary total page, as seen on figure 3 
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***********************************
*********** FILL IN PARAMETERS TO E
***********************************
 DEPARTMENT/DIVISION               
 SECTION (NON-UNIV USE 00 AND 4 DIG
 SCHEM EXTRACT RANGE (Y=YES) OR (L=
 POS GRADE OR GRADE RANGE (ACCEPTS 
 COUNTY EXTRACT -INCLUDE/EXCLUDE (I
 POSITION MTHS / YR (09.0 FOR 9 MTH
 VACANT POSITIONS VACATED ON OR AFT
 VACANT POSITIONS VACATED ON OR BEF
 *** FILL IN BOTH DATES FOR A RANGE
 FUND SOURCE (VALUES: G,F,R,H)     
                                   
            **** POSITION TYPE EXTR
 PERM _              TMLD _        
 FULL-TIME ONLY _    PART-TIME ONLY
                                   
    **** CHOOSE ANY OPTION BELOW WI
 TOT PAGE ONLY   _   T-GRADES ONLY 
 POS FLAG ONLY   _   DISPLAY SECTIO
                                   
PF13=PMXDEPT, PF14=PMXCTY, PF15=PMD
 

 
 
PMVAC 99-99,00713                   
                                    
        DEPT: STATE WIDE            
   JOB CLASS: ACCOUNTING MANAGER III
                                    
                                    
   POSITION NUMBER    OLD # TYPE  DT
                                    
 * 00000-0000-0000-000 00000 PMFT 08
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    

INQUIRY DISPLAY IS COMPLETE, DEPR
(This 

 
 
Figure 3 shows the position information with
analyze the length of vacancies for the class.
PMVAC F                                           
******************************************** 
XTRACT SPECIFIC VACANT POSITIONS *********** 
******************************************** 
        99 - 99                              
ITS)    XXXXXX                               
ALL) X  00713  XXXXX  XXXXX  XXXXX  XXXXX    
FR/NG)  XX        OR   XX - XX               
/E)  X  XXX  XXX  XXX  XXX  XXX              
S)   X  XX.X  INCLUDE/EXCLUDE (I/E)          
ER      XX XX XX                             
ORE     XX XX XX                             
                                             
        X   FUND = XXXX  OBJECT = XXXX       
                                             
ACT (CHOOSE ANY COMBINATION) ****            
                                             
 _    EPA ONLY       _    INCLUDE EPA    _   
                                             
TH A Y /OR/ (LAST LINE) APPROP. VALUE ****   
  _   POL MKG ONLY    _   DISPLAY COUNTY  _  
N TITLE _  LWOP ONLY _    DISPLAY TITLE   _  
                                             
ESC, PF19=PMXSCHEM                           
Figure 2 

 
Figure 3 

                                 PAGE: 001 
                                             
                   DIV:                      
                   GRADE:      83            
                                             
                                             
E-VAC BUD-SAL     DEPT/DIV          PENDING  
                                             
/31/02  $88857 EAST-WEST CAROLINA UNIV            
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                             
ESS PA1 KEY FOR COUNT & SALARY ANALYSIS SCREEN 
is artificial data) 

 the date the position was vacant.  This can be used to 
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  PMVAC 99-99,00713                                                    PAGE: 002 
                                                                                 
        DEPT: STATE WIDE                               DIV:                      
   JOB CLASS: ACCOUNTING MANAGER III                   GRADE:      83            
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                   POSITION COUNT & BUDGETED SALARY ANALYSIS                     
                                                                                 
  ------ TOTAL POSITIONS (INCL VACANCIES) ------   ----- VACANCIES ONLY ------   
  TYPE    TOTAL      FTE  SALARY TOTAL  AVG SAL TYPE  TOTAL     FTE    SAL TOTAL 
  PMFT =      7       7.00    $601,853  $85,979 PMFT =    1    1.00      $88,857 
  PMPT =      0       0.00          $0          PMPT =    0     .00           $0 
  TLFT =      0       0.00          $0          TLFT =    0     .00           $0 
  TLPT =      0       0.00          $0          TLPT =    0     .00           $0 
  EXFT =      0       0.00          $0          EXFT =    0     .00           $0 
  EXPT =      0       0.00          $0          EXPT =    0     .00           $0 
  TMFT =      0                                 LWOP =    0     .00           $0 
  TMPT =      0                                 TOTAL=    1    1.00      $88,857 
 TOTAL =      7       7.00    $601,853  $85,979,POTENTIAL SAL RESRV =         $0 
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
  DATE/TIME: 05/14/04 11:11      USER'S ID: OSPVRH SPPM011                       
  AVG SALARY AMOUNTS AT 12 MTH FULL-TIME EQUIVALENCY - HOURLY SALARIES EXCLUDED  
  HIT PF9 KEY FOR FORMATTED REQUEST SCREEN                                       

 
Figure 4 

 
 
The formula for calculating Vacancy Rate is {(#vacancies divided by #positions) x 
100}.  In figure 4, it shows you that the vacancy rate is 14.29% by using the formula 
{(1 vacancy/7 positions) x 100}= 14.29%. 
 
All compensation formulas including examples can be found in Appendix N. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 

Analyze Recruitment & Retention Problems 
 
 
If recruitment information reveals difficulties in attracting and employing candidates, an in-depth 
recruitment analysis is necessary. Part of conducting recruitment analysis involves a close review of the 
entire recruitment effort.  A review of past and present postings will provide a valuable perspective about 
the effectiveness of the recruitment process.  Conducting recruitment analysis involves a comprehensive 
approach to resolving the problem.  While pay may seem to be the remedy of choice, it will be ineffective 
if the basis of the problem is other than low pay.   
 
Considerations and answers to questions in a credible recruitment analysis include the following: 

• Are recruitment efforts extensive enough? Some common recruitment methods include using 
OSP’s and Agency or University’s website, web recruiting sites, newspapers, professional 
journals, trade journals, agency newsletters, the employment security commission, and your own 
employees. 

• What is the prominent source(s) of applicants (other employers, the unemployed, colleges and 
universities, etc.) and are position postings reaching these applicants? 

• Who are the competitors for qualified candidates? 
• What is the reputation of the recruiting organization and could the reputation adversely impact 

recruiting efforts? For example, a reputation for poor management, adverse working conditions, 
work/life balance tipped in the favor of work, or poor training and advancement opportunities 
might adversely impact recruiting. For a checklist to evaluate work-life balance, see Appendix D. 

• Are the jobs attractive? Can the job be reengineered to make it more attractive for staff employees 
and potential candidates?   

 
A retention analysis is required when an organization is experiencing difficulty retaining employees in the 
organization.  Efforts should be aimed at identifying who is leaving the organization, where they are 
going, what jobs they are taking, and why.  This can be achieved through many methods.  One common 
way to stay informed on separating employees is to adopt an Exit Interview program with the goal of 
determining why employees leave.  The Office of State Personnel supports the idea of exit interviews.  
The actual techniques used to gather departing or departed employees’ opinions vary.  However, this 
information can be most useful in analyzing retention problems in an organization. 
  
In addition, PMIS offers numerous coding options that allow agencies to enter and then track turnover 
reasons.  The weakness in this process is that the data, as is always the case, is only as good as that 
entered.  If your agency/university conscientiously gathers and enters exit data into the system, then 
detailed analysis of who is leaving and why can be conducted.  One primary question to be answered is, 
how many are leaving for comparable level jobs but with higher pay and/or better benefits?   How many 
are leaving for higher-level jobs?  A significant number of employees accepting higher-level positions in 
other companies might be an indication of a lack of career advancement opportunities.  Rather, leaving 
for a comparable job at higher pay may reflect a competitive market disadvantage in pay.  Please note that 
many of the other reasons for recruitment difficulties listed previously also contribute to retention 
problems. 
 
Once you have identified contributors to recruitment and retention difficulties, solutions should be sought.  
After developing plans to address non-compensation contributors to recruitment and retention difficulties, 
a compensation study and analysis may or may not be warranted. If, after considering other approaches, 
compensation still seems to be an issue, collecting compensation information is the next step. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Collect Compensation Information 
 
 
SOURCES OF COMPENSATION INFORMATION  
 
There are two primary methods of collecting market data.  This section of the manual describes both 
methods in some detail.  First, and most costly, is to conduct an in-house salary survey.  The process and 
forms for conducting a salary survey are in the following section.  Second, published salary surveys are a 
more cost effective, less time consuming method than conducting in-house salary surveys and should be 
used as much as possible.  Any published surveys used must meet the Office of State Personnel’s survey 
methodology standards.   
 
Market Data Analysis Using Published Surveys 
 
There are many sources of published market data.  Caution should be used with some of them.  Many 
web-based sources, while entertaining, report pay data that is so questionable that pay decisions cannot be 
based on them.  The pay data from these sites might be used to support other primary market data that has 
been collected, but should not be used as the primary basis of a pay improvement decision. There are 
numerous web sites that allow the user to enter their career field and generate a “market rate”.  
Unfortunately, these sites do not meet the methodology standards for market data use in North Carolina’s 
system.  Some sites determine a market rate for a class in one region of the country and then use (cost-of-
living) indices to manufacture a “market rate” in other geographical locations.  Clearly there is a 
difference in most geographical areas between the cost of labor and the cost of living.  To illustrate, 
recently, the cost of labor differential between Charlotte, NC and Manhattan, NY was reported at 17% 
while the cost-of-living differential between the two cities was found to be at 62%.   
 
Many of the published surveys needed for market pricing jobs in North Carolina can be found in the 
Office of State Personnel Compensation Library. For a current listing of surveys on record at the OSP 
Compensation Library, please see Appendix E. These survey reports have been evaluated and meet 
OSP’s professional standards. When other surveys are used, then they need to be evaluated prior to being 
included in the results submitted to OSP.  Following is a list of several keys to evaluate published salary 
surveys.  All of criteria should be assessed before including the data in a report that results in a pay 
recommendation. 
 
• The chosen survey should have been conducted by a survey professional who is unbiased regarding 

the survey’s outcome and with clear intentions to build a fair representation of market pay for the 
classes surveyed. Surveys conducted by professional societies should be carefully reviewed against 
these standards prior to use. 

 
• The survey should include thumbnail descriptions and training and experience requirements for the 

surveyed jobs.  (An industry standard method for conducting surveys is to include a brief description 
with training and experience requirements.)  Surveys that rely on titles alone are not acceptable as 
primary market data. 

 
• Credible surveys provide an effective date of the salary data they are reporting.  The survey 

instrument questionnaire should have required the survey respondents to report their matching salary 
as of a particular date.  The date of the data helps in deciding how to treat the results.  For example, 
the data may need to be aged or we may have a different level of confidence in two surveys based on 
their relative age.   
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• The survey statistics should include the number of companies and the number of employees that are 
represented in the salary survey averages being reported.   This gives the analyst an indication of 
whether the sample size is sufficiently large to make confident inferences about the results.   Also, the 
statistical detail should include at least the Average Minimum Range, Average Maximum Range, and 
Average Paid (company average).  Additional statistics are desirable such as employee (weighted) 
averages, and median rates. 

 
• Equally important, the survey report should have a section that discusses the overall survey 

methodology.  This section typically discusses who was sampled, and where and how the survey was 
conducted.  Was it a locally, nationally or internationally based survey?  Was the industry size or type 
(financial, industrial, government) restricted for any reason?  If so, what was the intent of that 
decision?  

 
• The survey should include information from your identified labor market. 
 
 
Market Data Analysis – In-House Survey 
 
Where published survey data are not available for a particular class or if management requires an in-house 
survey, the appropriate market and companies to include in the survey must be identified. If an in-house 
survey is conducted, the method used to conduct the survey must first be determined. In the past, regular 
mail was the preferred method of conducting a thorough and lengthy salary survey.  If the surveyed titles 
are few and if the total questions can be easily supplied, then a phone survey is sometimes an effective 
approach.  Today it is more common to conduct surveys via email.   However, before embarking on an 
email survey, carefully consider your target respondent’s capability to receive, complete, and return 
emailed forms.   
 
It is important that all surveys gather the complete array of information necessary to adequately conduct 
analysis and make decisions.  We have developed a survey instrument that satisfies these information 
requirements.  Please find for your use in Appendix F a data collection form and instructions.  
 
The following defines how to identify companies to include in a salary review.  
 
Step 1 -Decide on the geographical market to be covered by the survey.  Often local competitors provide 
the most relevant picture of competitive pay for jobs.  However, some jobs are more fluid and are 
recruited statewide, regionally, or nationally. The survey should be tailored to the firms in the appropriate 
geographical region.  Some professional level jobs are recruited nationally, thus, you may have to seek 
national and, in a few cases, international market data in order to determine the competitive market rate. 
 
Step 2 - Decide on the type of industry that is most appropriate for you to survey.  If the job is found only 
in government then you may want to restrict your search to surveys based on information from other 
governmental entities such as local municipalities, Southeastern states or the states contiguous to North 
Carolina.  However, if the job is a critical skill job with a clear private sector market, then the industry 
being surveyed should logically include private sector firms.  If the jobs are specific to Health Care, then 
surveying competitor hospitals or other health care firms would be appropriate.  Usually a combination of 
industry types will provide a better cross section of firms and result in a fair market pay representation.        
 
 
Step 3 - Decide on the size of the firms that are most likely to influence the market pay for your survey 
job.  Factors to consider might include the number of beds, operating budget, budget managed, number of 
employees in the class, and total number of employees in the firm.  Be careful to not simply conclude that 
major, large firms are always the best choice.  An analysis of your past recruitment pools and results of 
your exit interview program should help you in identifying your primary competitors for any class.  These 
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firms, whether they are large, medium or small, are the ones that are directly competing for limited human 
resources and define our competitors. 
 
Step 4 - Decide the total number of firms to include in the survey.  The industry standard response rate for 
salary surveys is something less than 50%, which is considered to be a good response rate.  Therefore, 
you will need to include at a minimum 15 firms or organizations in your salary survey to generate 7 
useful responses.  OSP considers (5) five respondents to a salary survey to be the minimum standard for 
the data to be meaningful.    
 
Whether published surveys or in-house surveys are used, the classes to be analyzed must be identified. 
Classes that are common in the market place should be used.  Journey level and first level supervisory 
jobs are typical in the market and data is often available.  If a published survey is used, match the 
surveyed classes’ descriptions to those of the classes that you want to study.  
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Chapter 4 
 

Analyze The Data and Determine the Solution 
 
Once the compensation information is gathered the next step is to compile the data in the appropriate 
analysis spreadsheet.  If survey reports published by others are used, then the form found in Appendix G 
should be used to compile and analyze the data.  If in-house salary surveys are conducted, the forms 
found in Appendix H and I should be used.  The form in Appendix H is used most often because it 
calculates the company average market rate.  The form in Appendix I weights the market data by the 
number of employees reported in the class by each company.   
 
The analysis tools were developed by the Compensation Program Team to facilitate compiling and 
analyzing market data and to standardize data reporting.  The tools can age and weight salary survey data.  
Selecting the most appropriate tool is important.  While they were primarily developed for use in the 
Career-banding pay system they can be used to facilitate any study using market data.  To use the tools 
enter the market values, supply the relevant date(s), apply the weighting factors, if appropriate, and 
observe the results.  Instructions on using the tools are in   Appendix G-1 for the Published Survey 
Market Analysis instrument, Appendix G-2 for the Market Survey Weighting Tool, Appendix H for the 
Company Average Market Analysis tool, and Appendix I for the Employee Weighted Market Analysis 
Tool.  
 
AGING SALARY SURVEY DATA  
 
It would be unusual for different published surveys to have the same effective date of data.  A technique 
used to bring all of the different survey report results to a single date in time (target date) is called aging 
the data.  Some publications will refer to this same process as “trending” the data.  While the steps below 
outline the manual process for aging data, the Published Survey Market Analysis tool allows the user to 
simply enter all the relevant information and the resulting data will be aged to the “Target Date”.   The 
steps for aging salary survey data follow:  
 
STEP 1 – Determine a Target Date.  The primary factor in deciding this date is the intended use of the 
data.  Generally, it is good to bring the several sources of data to a targeted date so that common 
comparisons can be achieved.  Study deadlines and desired implementation dates may affect the setting of 
a targeted date.  The targeted date can be set in the future.  Projecting market movement into the future, 
however, becomes a risky proposition.  Thus, an assessment must be made of how stable the economy is 
and how confident you are that the market movement value derived from compensation publications truly 
reflects market movement in North Carolina for the subject class.  The farther into the future the data are 
aged the more likely you are to be wrong.  The OSP standard for aging old data is limited to no more than 
two years, when bringing the old data to the present.  The OSP standard for aging (trending) data into the 
future generally is no more than 6 months.  
 
To age data using the Published Survey Market Analysis form:  Enter the Target Date in the field 
below the label stating “Enter Aging Target Date (mm/dd/yy)” in form found in Appendix G – 1. 
  
STEP 2 – Determine the dates of the survey data.  If the published surveys being used meet OSP’s 
standards for published salary surveys, then they will have in their report the date of the reported data.  
This is not the same as the published date of the survey report, the copyright date, or any date from the 
report other than the effective date that respondents used to report their salary data.    
 
Using the Published Survey Market Analysis form:  Enter the Date of Data in the field “Date of 
Data” in the format of mm/dd/yy. 
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STEP 3 – Calculating the number of months from the survey’s date of data to the chosen Target Date is a 
matter of counting months.  Be careful whether you are using the 1st of the month or the last day of each 
month.  While this is a simple process, it sometimes can be confusing, so it is important to be consistent.    
The tool provided helps to assure this.    
 
Using the Published Survey Market Analysis form:  The appropriate days and months will 
automatically be calculated.  
 
STEP 4 – The OSP Compensation Research Library has at least two professional publications that 
provide general market movement data on the basis of exempt vs. nonexempt (FLSA) and by industry or 
profession.  Mercer Planning Guide and World @Work Planning Guide each offer good information 
regarding likely overall market movement for various periods.  Typically an overall annual rate can be 
determined, such as 4%.  
 
STEP 5 – In manually aging the data, a conversion to a monthly rate would be the next step.  To convert 
the annual market movement to a monthly rate, use the formula (annual market movement % / 12 
months).   

A. Set (4% / 12 )  
B. Convert 4% to a decimal .04   (.04 / 12)  
C. Divide .04 / 12 = .0033 
D. .0033 is the decimal percent movement rate per month 

 
Using the Published Survey Market Analysis form:  Determine and enter the overall annual aging 
factor into the “Aging Factor” field.  For example, if the annual market movement is determined to 
be 3% then .03 should be entered. 
 
STEP 6 – Apply the converted monthly rate to the number of months being aged 
 For example,  

a.  10 months x the decimal percent per month is (10 x .0033) 
b. 10 x .0033 = .03 
c. Convert .03 to a percent.  3% 

 
STEP 7 – Adjust the market data by the monthly percentage (3%) to complete the aging of the data  
 
Using the Published Survey Market Analysis form:  The survey data will automatically be 
recalculated and aged to the targeted date at the market movement rate indicated by the aging 
factor. 
 
Finally, the aged data composite rates will appear in the Survey Average fields in the summary statistics 
section of the form. 
 
WEIGHTING SURVEY DATA 
 
Survey results might be differentially weighted when considering the standards for evaluating surveys.  
All surveys are not as equally well conducted or representative of the market.  Using multiple surveys to 
build composite market rates may require different weightings to best capture a representative market rate 
for the class.  To determine the proper weight of surveys consider the following factors: 
 
1. Review the number of participants. The higher the number, the better.  
 
2. Compare the match of NC’s jobs with the jobs surveyed.  If 75% of the job described matches NC’s 

job, then it is a good match.  In assessing, the following should be considered:  
• Is the NC job stronger, equal to, or weaker than the survey job?  
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• Is the description specific enough to make a match? 
• Do the knowledge, skills and abilities and training and experience requirements match? 
• Can you determine that the organizational relationships between the two jobs are comparable?  

3. Is the market surveyed the same as for NC jobs (local, state, regional, national)? 
4. Is the employer type appropriate to NC’s market (private sector, governmental, for-profit hospital)  
5. Do the reported statistics reveal extremely high or low rates?  How are these values factored and 

reported.  
6. Is the overall statistical information provided sufficient?  The more statistical measures of the data 

provided the better.  
 
To weight results from multiple published surveys a professional judgment is made based on assessing all 
of the previous criteria.  Once the decision is made regarding the relative worth (weighting) of the 
surveys, then use the Market Survey Weighting tool Appendix G-2 to weight them.  Use the following 
steps.  
 
Step 1 – To differentially weight the survey data enter the survey results in the form. The Survey Weight 
field requires that the desired weights represented as a two-place decimal percent be entered.  The total 
percent in the Survey Weight field must be 100%. 
 
Step 2 – Upon entering the required information the form will automatically adjust all of the market rates 
entered according to the weightings that have been determined and entered by the user. 
 
Step 3 – A weighted composite market rate will result. Analyze, interpret and report the weighted data.   
 
 
OTHER TECHNIQUES TO USE IN PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
 
Range Penetration Analysis – When reviewing employee’s pay and market position it is often 
informative to determine where employees are positioned in the current salary range.  Range penetration 
analysis is a convenient way to report how much of the current range is being used by incumbents in the 
class.  Range penetration statistic is represented as a percentage of the range.  The formula to calculate 
Range Penetration = {(Pay Rate of Employee – Minimum) / (Maximum – Minimum)}. 
 
After considering all of the above factors a conclusion should be reached regarding whether the 
recruitment or retention problems can clearly be attributed to low pay.   Also, consideration should be 
given to whether other less costly remedies might be preferred.    
 
 
STANDARD FORMAT FOR MARKET STUDY RESULTS 
 
When reporting published market survey data, whether to support a request for Range Revision, SMR, or 
Market Reference Rate adjustment, it should have a standard format.  A standard form provides a 
consistent and structured method for compiling and reporting published salary surveys. This helps when 
comparing market data over a period of time and helps OSP to more quickly review requests and take 
appropriate action.    
 
The forms in Appendix G-1,  H and I have the following primary features:  

• Survey Firm’s Titles - List the title of the survey class that matches NC’s title.  
• Match – Make a determination, based on the thumbnails in the survey, of the degree of match 

with NC’s job (stronger, equal to, weaker than)  
• Number of employees represented in the matched class. 
• Number of companies represented in the survey.  
• Basic Statistics – Company Annual Minimum, Annual Maximum, Average Salary. 
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• Basic Statistics – Employee Weighted Minimum, Maximum, Average. 
• Additional Statistics – Median, Standard Deviation  
• Market source – Provide the name of the published Survey being used.  
• Date of Data – Indicate the date of the data being reported.  

 
The statistical analysis (bottom) portion of the worksheets automatically sums and averages the survey 
data entered in the cells and calculates a variety of informative statistics. 
 
To use the data analysis forms, select the appropriate worksheet from the three worksheets provided.  
One, the public survey market analysis worksheet, is for compiling market data from published, usually 
purchased reports.  The primary feature of this form includes aging the survey results for each of several 
vendors.  Results from in-house surveys may be combined with other published market data results to 
generate a composite average.  This is entirely appropriate to do.  Remember, when using published 
surveys, select the appropriate published statistic (company average versus employee-weighted average) 
from the published survey reports.   Published surveys often provide a variety of statistics, but generally 
the company average is most appropriate.  The company average is indicative of what the average 
company is paying for a particular job; and as an employer, NC would want to be competitive with these 
rates. 
 
The other worksheets are used for compiling and analyzing in-house conducted surveys.   
The in-house survey analysis form to use depends on the question being answered.   The form, Appendix 
H, would be used when answering the question of what other competing companies pay in the market 
place.  It computes the survey company average.  The form in Appendix I is used to answer the question 
of what on average employees earn in the market.  It computes the employee-weighted average.  
Normally, when conducting in-house salary surveys the company average should include data from at 
least 5 responding firms.   
 
Using the forms:  
Step 1 - Enter the market data results in the appropriate cells of the selected worksheet.  
 
Step 2 - Enter NC’s class data in the cells provided.  The worksheet will automatically calculate market 
differentials at the Minimum, Maximum and Average salary.  Additionally, the worksheet will calculate 
the median rates and their differential percentages with NC’s rates and standard deviations. 
 
Again, the company averages normally should be used in market studies comparing NC’s minimums, 
maximums and average paid with the market.  The median can be used to compare results and confirm 
findings.  
 
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
 
When the subject class in the report is from the graded pay system the pay remedies are generally a Range 
Revision, a Special Minimum Rate (SMR), or In-range Market Adjustment.  When the subject class is 
from the career-banded pay system, the pay remedy is to establish a Market Reference Rate. 
 
Range Revision 
 
To determine if a Range Revision should be requested, consider how the market data at the Maximum 
Survey Average rate compares with the maximum of the current salary grade for NC’s class.  For 
example, if the class under review is salary grade 62, the maximum rate of SG 62 is compared with the 
Average Survey Maximum rate and a differential is calculated.  If you use OSP worksheets the 
differential is calculated upon entering data in the appropriate cells.  Generally the standard of review 
when considering a Range Revision is whether the differential at the Maximum Range exceeds  –5%, 
indicating that NC trails the market for the class.  A Range Revision is one possible remedy.  A Range 
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Revision is an expensive remedy that once implemented reverberates through the pay system, often 
affecting other classification relationships.  Therefore, it should never be an automatic knee jerk reaction 
as a solution to an organization’s problem.  The market data comparison is only one factor to consider 
when determining remedies.   The decision to pursue a Range Revision should come only after careful 
consideration of all the facts and forces that may be at work to create the current problem.   Alternative 
solutions should be carefully weighed before seeking higher pay rates.  In interpreting market pay study 
results a differential of less than 5% is considered to be “at market” and suggests that some other problem 
besides low pay exists.    
 
The overall assessment of the case influences the ultimate decision to implement a Range Revision.  If the 
factors as described in the preceding paragraphs are sufficiently documented and the market data also 
point to a potential pay problem in the class, then a Range Revision may be an appropriate solution.  
 
STEPS TO DETERMINE A RANGE REVISION  (See sample forms & directions in Appendix J) 
 

1. Determine and enter the survey result maximum averages 
2. Enter current NC’s class SG pay range into the worksheet  
3. Determine the differential between Survey and NC range and averages  

Formula: (State Rate - Survey Average) / State Rate 
4. Research and enter the appropriate SG for the class  
5. Determine if new SG is appropriate 
6. Document recommendations  

 
Special Minimum Rate (SMR) 
 
To determine if a Special Minimum Rate should be requested, consider how the market data at the 
Minimum Survey Average rate compares with the minimum rate of the current salary grade for NC’s 
class.  For example, if the class under review is salary grade 62, the minimum rate for SG 62 is compared 
with the Survey’s Average Minimum rate and a differential is calculated.  Using OSP’s worksheets, the 
differential is automatically calculated upon entering data in the appropriate cells.  Generally the standard 
of review when considering a SMR is whether the differential at the Minimum Rate indicates that NC 
trails the market for the class by greater than  –5%.  An SMR is but one possible remedy.  An SMR, like a 
Range Revision, is an expensive remedy that reverberates through the pay system.  Therefore it should 
not be an automatic action.  The decision to pursue an SMR should come only after careful consideration 
of all the facts and forces that may be creating the current problem.   Alternative solutions should be 
carefully weighed before seeking higher pay rates.  Of course a resulting differential of less than 5% 
would be considered to be market competitive and would not indicate pay as an appropriate remedy.   
 
The following steps outline the basic process to follow in determining if an SMR is justified as a possible 
solution.  
 
STEPS TO DETERMINE A SPECIAL MINIMUM RATE   (SMR)  
(See sample forms & directions in Appendix K) 
 

1. Determine the survey result minimum average and enter them into the worksheet 
2. Enter current NC’s class SG pay range (Minimum) into the worksheet  
3. Determine the differential between survey and NC range and averages  

Formula: (State Rate - Survey Average) / State Rate 
4. Determine the new SMR percentage that is appropriate and supported by the data  
5. Document recommendations 
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In-range Market Adjustment 
 
An In-range market adjustment should be requested when the market data at the minimum average rate 
and the maximum average rate, compared to the current salary range minimum and maximum for NC’s 
class, is competitive but the actual paid salary averages trail the market and there are other documented 
problems such as high turnover.  Generally when considering an In-range market adjustment the 
differential at the average market rate should indicate that NC trails the market for the class by greater 
than 5%.   

 
STEPS TO DETERMINE AN IN-RANGE MARKET ADJUSTMENT 

1. Determine the survey actual average paid 
2. Enter current NC’s class average pay into the worksheet 
3. Determine the differential between the survey and NC 
4. Determine the appropriate percentage increase needed to remain competitive 
5. Document recommendations 
 

Market Reference Rates (MRR) 
 
When the subject class in the report is from the Career-banded Pay System, a pay remedy to become more 
market aligned is to establish a Market Reference Rate (MRR).  A Market Reference Rate is a market rate 
that is determined by agencies/universities when comparing their benchmark jobs to relevant local, state, 
or national market data.  These rates are determined by conducting and analyzing market data gathered 
through the methods described previously for in-house salary surveys or published survey reports. 
 
The primary reason to establish a Market Reference Rate is to address significant recruitment and 
retention problems that have resulted from the prevailing Journey Market Rate being too low or too high. 
 
STEPS TO DETERMINE A MARKET REFERENCE RATE (MRR)  
(See sample forms & directions in Appendix L) 

1.   Determine the Survey Results for the Proposed Market Reference Rate 
2. Enter the survey results into the worksheet 
3.   Enter current NC’s Journey Market Rate into the worksheet 
4.   Determine the Differential between the Journey Market Rate and the Survey Average 
5.   Determine if the data supports establishing a Market Reference Rate that is different than    
      the statewide Journey Market Rate established for the banded class 
6.   Document Recommendations 
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Chapter 5 
 

Document & Report the Solution 
 
In order to streamline the review of pay studies and to provide quicker response, the Office of State 
Personnel has developed a standard report format to be used by all agencies and universities to describe, 
summarize, analyze and report all findings and recommendations of pay studies.  Standardizing the 
reporting format and supporting documentation ensures that all needed pieces of information and data are 
included for proper analysis.  This lessens the likelihood that OSP staff will have to request additional 
data or information that may delay implementation.  These changes will serve to standardize OSP’s 
analysis and make comparisons and decisions more consistent and timely.  We believe that on the whole, 
the changes will elevate the practices used to market price jobs in State government and will improve the 
timeliness and correctness of our response to market changes.   Once the data has been gathered, 
organized, analyzed and reviewed, conclusions and recommendations should be made fairly routine by 
following the data trail.  On the whole, the data will lead to a conclusion that: 

1. The problem is related to pay and based on the market pay study, increasing the pay for the 
class under review will likely result in relief of the recruitment and/or retention difficulties; or 

2. There is, in fact, no pay problem and other more effective solutions should be sought. 
 
PAY STUDY REPORT 
 
The pay study report format has five sections and can be found in Appendix M.  The five sections are 
Background, Methodology, Analysis, Conclusions, and Impact.   
 
Background   

 Describes the problem that your agency/university is experiencing.  
 Describes why the problem is thought to require a pay remedy. 
 Identifies all classes included in the study. 

 
Methodology   

 Describes how the market for the class is being defined. 
 Describes the relevant data used in this study.    
 Indicates any decision to leave some data from the report.  
 Describes the data collection methodology and efforts (source of the data) 
 Describes any out of the ordinary problems encountered or that needed to be over come and how      

that was accomplished.  
 Identifies weaknesses in the data or indicate the confidence level about the data gathered.  

 
Analysis    

 Describes the analysis techniques used (ranges, midpoints, averages) to determine results.  
 Refers to attached forms and worksheets that are submitted in support of the written report’s 

conclusions.  This might include (Turnover, Posting Analysis, Market data) 
 Discusses how the data findings bring the author to the conclusions made.  

  
Conclusions & Recommendation  

 Summarizes the findings and draws conclusions.  What does the preponderance of the data 
suggest?  Makes a specific recommendation or identifies a range of options (as appropriate)  

  
Impact  

 Write an assessment of the potential impact that the proposed action will have on other related 
and unrelated classes within your agency or university. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Approvals 
 

Using the information provided in this guide, and if the pay study report results in a recommendation to 
pursue the possible pay solution, these are the Approval Levels required to implement the action to solve 
the problem. 
 
Graded Pay System – Pay Options  
 

Identified Problem Solution Approval Level 
Salary range maximum is too 
low 

Range Revision – the State’s 
salary range maximum should 
be competitive with market 
range maximum 

Office of State Personnel 
State Personnel Commission 

Salary range maximum is 
competitive but the range 
minimum is too low 

Special Minimum Rate 
(SMR) – the State’s 
minimum rate should be 
competitive with the market 
minimum rate 

Office of State Personnel 

Salary ranges are competitive but 
the employees are paid too low 
in relation to the market 

In-Range - 
Market Adjustment – the 
average pay rate of 
employees should be 
competitive with the average 
market rate 

Agency or University  

   
 
Banded Pay System – Pay Options  
 

Identified Problem Solution Approval Level 
The statewide Journey Market 
Rate is too low for a 
geographical area  

Establish a Market Reference 
Rate (MRR) – the market 
reference rate should be 
competitive with the average 
market rate in your geographical 
area 

Office of State Personnel 

The Journey Market Rate or 
Market Reference Rate is 
competitive but employees are 
paid too low considering their 
competency level in relation to 
the market 

Career-banded Salary 
Adjustment after applying the 
Pay Factors. The average pay 
rate of employees should be 
competitive with the average 
market rate 

Agency or University  

   
 
Please enter here to gain access to all of the working forms as described in this manual.  From this site 
you can download the forms with formulas to aid in market pricing, evaluation and analysis. 
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